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Abstract

The extraction of useful information for decision making is a challenge in many different domains. Association rule mining is one of the most important techniques in this field, discovering relationships of interest among patterns. Despite the mining of association rules being an area of great interest for many researchers, the search for well-grouped continuous values is still a challenge, discovering rules that do not comprise patterns which represent unnecessary ranges of values. Existing algorithms for mining association rules in continuous domains are mainly based on a non-deterministic search, requiring a high number of parameters to be optimised. These parameters hinder the mining process, and the algorithms themselves must be known to those data mining experts that want to use them. We therefore present a grammar guided genetic programming algorithm that does not require as many parameters as other existing approaches and enables the discovery of quantitative association rules comprising small-size gaps. The algorithm is verified over a varied set of data, comparing the results to other association rule mining algorithms from several paradigms. Additionally, some resulting rules from different paradigms are analysed, demonstrating the effectiveness of our model for reducing gaps in numerical features.
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1. Introduction

Generally speaking, different business areas require the extraction of useful and hidden knowledge from their data, as the raw information is meaningless without in-depth analysis and study. Currently, many research studies have focused their studies on the extraction of useful knowledge \cite{15} of great interest for customers \cite{29}, companies \cite{26}, or even medical environments \cite{22}.

One of the most important techniques for the extraction of hidden knowledge is association rule mining (ARM) \cite{6}, an unsupervised learning task that includes approaches of a descriptive nature, whose aim is the extraction of strong and interesting relationships among patterns hidden in the data. This technique has received more and more attention since it was defined by Agrawal et al. \cite{2}. ARM was originally designed for market basket analysis to obtain relationships between products such as diapers $\rightarrow$ beer, which describes the high probability of someone who is buying diapers also buying beer. It would allow shop-keepers to exploit this particular relationship by moving the products far away from one another on the shelves, thus there is a greater chance that one see something interesting to buy.

Even though nominal patterns are the focus of many researchers \cite{9}\cite{21}, the use of continuous values is increasingly important, and the first algorithms used for this sort of patterns worked by discretising the search space. It is only recently that researchers are focusing on the extraction of such
relations in a direct way [19][28], which is not a trivial issue. In general, existing algorithms in this field are based on evolutionary methodologies [3][37][38], which overcome the high computational time and the memory requirements which arise when using such a huge search space, caused by the existence of continuous ranges of values.

The use of evolutionary algorithms [4][5] has solved many problems in the ARM field [17]. One of the most important is the use of both numerical and nominal attributes without requiring a previous discretization step. Nevertheless, this issue was overcome by looking for the correct amplitude, and no analysis of the instance distribution was considered. The instance distribution is mandatory, especially in descriptive learning tasks like ARM. Without both a further analysis of the instance distribution and the continuous values, a huge number of extracted rules could comprise unnecessary ranges of values. For instance, a quantitative pattern (comprising a range of continuous values) is not well-defined if it comprises huge gaps, that is, its instances are not exceptionally well-grouped.

Existing evolutionary algorithms do not carry out an accurate group of such values, meaning that some of the discovered quantitative association rules could be meaningless since they cover patterns that are almost always satisfied. Most of these algorithms are focused on the maximization of the values of a set of specific quality measures, but the fact of mining rules with a highly representative range of values hampers this issue. To the best of our knowledge, it is more important to mine rules with highly representative patterns (despite the fact that the support values slightly decrease), than discover meaningless rules with high support values.

In this paper, we propose a solution to this problem by using an evolutionary methodology [12][30]. The aim is to reduce the size of the gaps within quantitative patterns. Even when the problem could be tackled in many different ways, we suggest the use of a grammar-guided genetic programming (G3P) model [10], and extension of genetic programming [23] that has achieved excellent results in unsupervised learning tasks [18]. Not only is the proposed model able to extract and properly define numerical patterns, but it also deals with discrete domains. Besides, evolutionary ARM proposals usually comprise a huge set of parameters to be tuned, and this task could be a difficult process for non-expert users in evolutionary computation [11][39]. In this regard, the proposed model self-adapts its parameters, which is not an innovation since it is a well-studied area by many researchers [20]. This self-adaptation is highly useful for users with no experience in evolutionary computation.

Finally, in order to demonstrate the performance and usefulness of the proposed model, a series of experiments were carried out, which are fully described in the experimental section. In the analysis of the proposed model, a comparison between samples quantitative association rules obtained from different algorithms is carried out. The analysis reveals that the proposed model extracts rules comprising small gaps, so the set of instances described by the rules is highly grouped.

This paper is arranged as follows. First, Section 2 describes the ARM task, stating the most important quality measures in this field, as well as the most important algorithms for mining association rules. The proposed model is described in depth in Section 3. Section 4 presents the data sets used in the experiments and a detailed analysis of the results obtained. Finally, some concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

For a better comprehension of ARM, this section describes the most important aspects and the general background of ARM.

2.1. Quality measures

ARM aims to discover frequent relations among patterns. An association rule is denoted as an implication of the form $A \rightarrow C$, where $A$ stands for the antecedent and $C$ for the consequent. Both $A$ and $C$ are sets of patterns which do not have attributes in common, that is, $A \cap C = \emptyset$.

To begin with, ARM searches for highly representative rules [27], meaning that the rules discovered are those which are satisfied at least a minimum number of times [2]. To demonstrate this in a formula, where the antecedent is $A$, the consequent $C$, and the number of transactions in a data set $|D|$, the support (see Eq. (1)) indicates the proportion of transactions $T$ including both $A$ and $C$ in the data set $D$.

$$sup(A \rightarrow C) = \frac{|\{A \cup C \subseteq T, T \in D\}|}{|D|}$$

(1)
In addition to support, confidence is a quality measure that appears in any problem where ARM is applied. This quality measure enables the reliability of the rule to be determined, meaning that the higher the value of this measure, the more accurate the rule is (see Eq. (2)).

\[
\text{conf}(A \rightarrow C) = \frac{\sup(A \cup C \subseteq T, T \in D)}{\sup(A \subseteq T, T \in D)} \tag{2}
\]

Support and confidence are broadly considered as the best quality measures in ARM, and a great variety of proposals make use of them \[17\][21][28]. However, many authors have considered additional quality measures, lift (see Eq. (3)) being one them [24].

\[
\text{lift}(A \rightarrow C) = \frac{\sup(A \rightarrow C)}{\sup(A) \cdot \sup(C)} \tag{3}
\]

Conviction [36] is another quality measure proposed to tackle some of the weaknesses of confidence and support. This measure, which is properly defined in Eq.(4), represents the degree of implication of a rule, and values which fall further from the unity indicate interesting rules.

\[
\text{conviction}(A \rightarrow C) = \frac{1 - \sup(C)}{1 - \text{conf}(A \rightarrow C)} \tag{4}
\]

Leverage (see Eq. (5)) is also a well-known quality measure in ARM. Similarly to lift, leverage [16] calculates the proportion of additional cases covered by both \( A \) and \( C \) above those expected where both \( A \) and \( C \) were independent of each other. Values close to zero therefore imply uninteresting rules.

\[
\text{leverage}(A \rightarrow C) = \sup(A \rightarrow C) - (\sup(A) \cdot \sup(C)) \tag{5}
\]

2.2. ARM algorithms

The first algorithms for mining association rules, including Apriori [2], FP-Growth [9] and Predictive-Apriori [32], were based on exhaustive search methodologies. These algorithms initially mine frequent patterns, i.e., any pattern that is satisfied with at least a minimum support value, and then discover association rules which satisfy a minimum confidence threshold value from the set of frequent patterns. In order to produce a good performance, this sort of algorithm reduces the number of candidate patterns by using the anti-monotone property, which establishes that if a length-\( k \) pattern is not frequent, none of its length-(\( k+1 \)) super-sets can be frequent.

These algorithms are not appropriate for data sets with a large number of frequent patterns resulting from relatively low minimum support threshold values. The use of exhaustive search methodology also indicates the impossibility of being applied to numerical data sets, where a previous discretisation step is required to deal with this kind of data set.

The problems which arose from exhaustive search algorithms motivated researchers to deal with an evolutionary methodology. Therefore, many evolutionary ARM algorithms [3][17][38] were proposed in order to overcome the existing problems, such as large memory requirements and huge computational time, having to deal with numerical attributes, and the discovery of association rules in two steps, as it is tedious to repeatedly scan the database to check a large set of candidate patterns.

The use of evolutionary algorithms [34][35], especially genetic algorithms [1][8][25][33], is considered to be one of the most successful search techniques used in computing in order to find both approximate and exact solutions [14][31]. These algorithms are suggested in cases where the search space is too large to use deterministic search methods. Quant-Miner [28] is important in this field, using a genetic algorithm which dynamically discovers interesting intervals in association rules by optimising both the support and the confidence. Another important contribution in this field was carried out by Luna et al. [17], who proposed a grammar guided genetic programming (G3P) algorithm to solve all the aforementioned problems. This algorithm, called G3PARM (Grammar Guided Genetic Programming Association Rule Mining), makes use of a grammar which can be applied to association rules in any domain and does not require previous extraction of interesting items. G3PARM mines association rules with high support and confidence values, guiding the search process through a set of genetic operators which search for frequent rules.

More recently, other bio-inspired grammatical proposals have been presented in this field [21], such as GBAP-ARM (Grammar-Based Ant Programming for Association Rule Mining) and MOG-BAP-ARM (Multi-Objective Grammar-Based Ant Programming for Association Rule Mining). These two ant programming approaches were developed based on two different methodologies; one following a single-objective rule evaluation point of view, and the other one, a Pareto-based methodology. The
use of grammars to create rules is therefore of great interest for many researchers, due to its ability to restrict search space and represent solutions in hierarchical structures of variable-length, where the size, shape and structural complexity are not constrained a priori.

The model proposed here highly differ from existing G3P algorithms in the ARM field. Firstly, it uses a different context-free grammar to mine numerical attributes as range of values. In existing G3P proposals, numerical attributes are considered by using logical operators such as “greater than”, “less than”, “greater or equal to”, and “less or equal to”. Thus, specific ranges of values are hardly obtained. Secondly, existing G3P algorithms in this field do not consider the reduction of gaps with no patterns, and no analysis about the instance distribution is carried out. This issue is mandatory in the proposed model, which demonstrates the importance of reducing the gaps in numerical attributes. Thirdly, the proposed algorithm is designed to self-adapt its parameters along the evolutionary process, a well-studied area in evolutionary computation, avoiding a previous parameter tuning that could be hard for non-expert users. Finally, the new model introduces a fitness function whose aim is the optimisation, as defined in Section 3.5, of three functions that describe a specific behaviour.

3. Mining quantitative association rules with grammar-guided genetic programming

This section describes in detail the features of the proposed algorithm. First, the general schema is properly presented. Secondly, the encoding criterion is described in depth. Finally, the genetic operator and the evaluation process are presented.

3.1. Main idea behind the proposal

The major feature of the proposed approach is its ability to reduce gaps from the range of values in numerical attributes. Thus, the aim is to mine quantitative association rules comprising small gaps instead of highly frequent rules without considering the distribution of the covered instances. Additionally, the proposed model provides a number of advantages in different ways. It is a self-adaptive algorithm, so no so many parameters are required to be tuning beforehand. It provides a context-free grammar to represent solutions, so the structure of the desired solutions is previously established and the search space is reduced. Also, both continuous and discrete domains could be mined without a pre-processing step.

In the proposed approach, its main process accordingly evaluates the rules discovered by considering how the continuous patterns are grouped. The support and confidence of each rule is not therefore the only point of interest, but also the distribution of instances satisfied by the rule. The aim of mining this type of quantitative association rules is to select the right amount of values to contain as few gaps as possible. We consider gaps to be spaces that do not comprise any instance. Let us consider the sample range of values [A, B] (see Figure 1) that comprises 15 instances. Two sample intervals could be obtained, for example, X and Y, comprising 10 and 13 instances, respectively. Analysing the support of each interval, Y seems to be more interesting than X. However, when analysing the distribution of instances within the interval, X is of high interest as its instances are uniformly distributed. On the contrary, Y comprises a gap Z, so its instances are not as well distributed, as in X:

![Figure 1. Sample range of values that represents two sample intervals with different distribution of instances](image)

The proposed algorithm (see Algorithm 1) is based on a generic evolutionary process with elitism. It starts by generating an initial set of individuals (see line 3) which conform to a context-free grammar. This set of individuals, or general population, depends on the number of rules to be mined, in a relation of 5 individuals per solution to be mined.

The aim of the proposed algorithm is to obtain the best n (parameter required to be fixed by the user) solutions or rules according to a specific fitness function. These n quality rules are saved in a pool of individuals that acts as an elitist population. In each generation, the elite population is updated with the best n individuals from the joint of both the elite and the general population. This means that individuals included in it are ranked according to their fitness function values, and the best individuals are kept for
new generations. A promising solution is never lost unless a better one is found.

**Algorithm 1 Proposed algorithm**

Require: \( n \)
Ensure: elitePopulation

1: elitePopulation \( \leftarrow \emptyset \)
2: parents \( \leftarrow \emptyset \)
3: generalPopulation \( \leftarrow \text{createIndividuals}(n) \)
4: evaluate(generalPopulation)
5: stoppingCriterion \( \leftarrow \text{false} \)
6: while(stoppingCriterion \( \neq \text{false} \))
7:     parents \( \leftarrow \text{getParents}( \text{elitePopulation} \cup \text{generalPopulation}) \)
8:     offspring \( \leftarrow \text{geneticOperator(parents)} \)
9:     evaluate(offspring)
10:    generalPopulation \( \leftarrow \text{offspring} \)
11:    elitePopulation \( \leftarrow \text{getBest}(n, \text{elitePopulation} \cup \text{generalPopulation}) \)
12:    updateGeneticProbability(elitePopulation)
13:    if (elitePopulation does not improve \&\& maximum genetic probability reached)
14:          stoppingCriterion \( \leftarrow \text{true} \)
15:    end if
16: end while
17: return elitePopulation

For the sake of generating new individuals in each generation of the evolutionary process, a genetic operator, described in subsequent sections, is applied (lines 6 and 7). This genetic operator is used based on a probability value. Current evolutionary algorithms in ARM require fixed values, meaning that the optimal probability values are determined by the data miner, which in turn is based on the data set used. A major feature of the algorithm presented in this paper is its ability to self-update the genetic operator probability value (line 10). Thus, no previous study of the parameters to obtain optimal results is required. A more detailed description of this updating process is presented in Section 3.4.

The proposed algorithm is an iterative process that does not require a maximum number of generations but a stopping criterion (lines 11 to 13). It is based on the improvement of the average fitness function value of the individuals in the elite population. Once this average fitness value does not improve with the passing of the generations and the maximum genetic probability value reached, then the algorithm finishes and the rules saved in the elite population are returned to the user.

### 3.2. Encoding criterion

The proposed model is based on the use of a context-free grammar (CFG) which defines all the possible solutions that could be obtained. Each individual is represented in a derivation syntax-tree as a sentence which conforms to the grammar. To obtain individuals, a series of production rules is applied beginning from the start symbol <Rule>, which always has a child node representing the antecedent and the consequent of the rule. Considering the grammar \( G \) defined in this problem the following language is obtained: \( L(G) = \{(\text{AND} \ Condition)^n \text{Condition} \rightarrow (\text{AND} \ Condition)^m \text{Condition}: n \geq 0, m \geq 0\} \). A condition is a 3-tupla comprising attribute, operator, and value. The grammar is therefore well-defined and structured, as any rule with at least one condition in the antecedent and consequent is obtained. Notice that the antecedent and consequent are disjoints sets, meaning that they have no items in common. Using this grammar, it is possible to mine any association rule containing either numerical or nominal features. Numerical attributes are used applying the operator IN and randomly selecting two feasible values within the feasible range of values. As for categorical attributes, they could be considered as expressions in both of the following ways: \( X = u \) or \( X \neq u \), where \( X \) is a categorical attribute and \( u \) is a value in the domain \( D \) of \( X \). The expression \( X \neq u \) indicates that \( X \) takes any value in \( D \setminus \{u\} \). For a domain \( D \) of a categorical attribute, the support of any value \( u \) in this domain might be very low. Using the operator \( \neq \), it is possible to obtain a higher support for this attribute. For example, for a categorical attribute \( X \) in a domain \( D = \{a, b, c, d\} \), the support of \( X = a \) is 0.14, whereas the support of \( X \neq a \) will be 0.86.

### 3.3. Genetic operator

In order to obtain new individuals in each generation of the evolutionary process, the proposal described in this paper uses a typical GP mutation operator to introduce diversity into the population, avoiding entrapment in non-optimal solutions. No recombination is required in the proposed algorithm since it highly converges to the optimal solutions thanks to the elite population.

The genetic operator randomly chooses a sub-tree from the tree structure of one individual, generating a new sub-tree. A major restriction of the application of a random genetic operator to tree structures is
preservation of the grammar. Therefore, the selection of the sub-tree is carefully supervised by this operator, avoiding the construction of invalid individuals that do not satisfy the language derived from the grammar. To this end, the proposed genetic operator restricts sub-tree selection to those sub-trees that form a whole condition. Hence, the new tree maintains the desired structure.

3.4. Updating the genetic probability value

A major feature of this G3P algorithm is its ability to autonomously update the genetic operator probability. This is a well-studied problem that has achieved excellent results so we consider including this interesting concept into the proposed model.

This updating process is based on the fact that a higher exploration is required in situations where the average fitness value is not improving along the generations. In this process, the proposed algorithm calculates the average fitness value from the elite population in a specific generation of the evolutionary process. The resulting average fitness value is compared to the prior value, that is, the average fitness value obtained in the last generation. In situations where the evolutionary process is behaving well and the average fitness value obtained is improving, modification of the parameter values would not be required. On the other hand, a higher genetic probability value is needed if no better solutions are being found, that is, the average fitness value remains the same. Notice that this average value cannot decrease, since new individuals are included in the elitist population if and only if their fitness values are higher than the previous ones.

3.5. Evaluation process

One of the main processes in any evolutionary model is the evaluation procedure, which determines how promising a certain individual is, that is, how close a given solution is to achieve the aim. The proposed evaluation procedure considers that rules with shared antecedents and consequents are discarded.

As mentioned in previous sections, a major feature of the proposed algorithm is its ability to reduce the gaps in quantitative association rules. To this end, the search process is guided to look for the right width of values, that is, values containing as few spaces which do not comprise any instances as possible. The fitness function $F$ considers the biggest gap within each rule condition, so the size of this gap plays an important role in determining the quality of the condition.

In order to better understand this process, let us consider a synthetic association rule which comprises two quantitative features (features 1 and 2), whose instance distribution is depicted in Figure 3. In situations where the algorithm is designed to discover as many frequent rules as possible, a sample rule could comprise the instances within the dashed line rectangle (Figure 3(a)). In analysing the rectangle formed by this association rule, we discover that there are two main gaps, represented by A and B. Therefore, despite the fact that this association rule covers a high percentage of instances, huge gaps are also comprised by this rule, meaning it would not be
as promising as it seemed to be initially. This means that it is not only the discovery of frequent instances that is of interest, but the distribution of these instances also plays an important role.

On the other hand, in analysing Figure 3(b), two different synthetic association rules could be determined to satisfy the same set of instances as the rule depicted in Figure 3(a). However, the gaps included in these rules are smaller, so these rules are of high interest to the user. Discovering these gaps is not a trivial issue, especially for rules whose instances are not accordingly distributed or even for rules with a high number of features. Notice that the search space is smaller for minimum rules, that is, rules that comprise only two features (one in the antecedent and one in the consequent), as shown in Figure 3(b).

The problem of searching for the biggest gap could be hardly addressed from a deterministic point of view since the search space might be intractable. In this regard, we propose the use of a second evolutionary process to find the biggest gap within a region. Thus, we propose the use of a real-coded genetic algorithm in the evaluation process. This way, the goal of this genetic algorithm is to discover the best combination of values for each feature in such a way that they represent the biggest gap. In this sense, we are reducing the problem to optimise the biggest blank space.

Let us consider that the evaluation process analyses the rule Feature1 [2.5, 3.7] \( \rightarrow \) Feature2 [5.7, 8.1]. In this way, the real-coded genetic algorithm included in the evaluation process searches for subranges with a maximum blank space, a sample individual of which is depicted in Figure 4. The individual comprises 4 genes, as two features are to be optimised in this example. The first two genes represent Feature1, whereas the last two genes represent Feature2. None of the individuals could discover a range of values not comprised within the range determined by the rule.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
2.70 & 3.10 & 5.73 & 6.02 \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 4. Sample genotype for the genetic algorithm included in the evaluation procedure

The genetic algorithm included into the evaluation procedure follows an elitist methodology and uses two well-known genetic operators, the BLX-Alpha crossover and a random mutation. In each generation, the best individual is kept, and this individual is returned if the best result does not improve after 50 generations (this number has been experimentally obtained). The specific number of generations, was obtained in a study, determines that a higher value does not provide better results. Once the best gap is found, the fitness function for the specific association rule is calculated. This fitness function comprises three functions (see Eq. 6), which are described in detail below.

\[
fitness(A \rightarrow C) = F_1 + F_2 \cdot F_1
\] (6)

\( F_1 \) is responsible for searching for a set of instances with small gaps (see Eq.7). Therefore, the biggest blank space discovered using the real-coded genetic algorithm is used to determine the interest of the rule, considering its interval width to this end.

\[
F_1 = x^2 \left(1 - \prod_{i=1}^{d} \frac{\text{BlankWidth}_i}{\text{IntervalWidth}_i}\right)^2
\] (7)

It should also be noted that this function is applied in a quadratic way within the fitness function,
meaning that the smaller the gap within a rule, the better the rule is.

As the goal of any algorithm for mining association rules is the discovery of frequent and reliable association rules, the support and confidence measures must also be considered. Regarding the support measure, it is of interest to discover the most frequent rules possible. However, the higher the support of a rule, the lower is the degree of interest for the user (see Section 2.1). For instance, maximum support values imply misleading rules as stated by the lift, leverage and conviction measures.

Additionally, since the aim of the proposed model is to discover frequent association rules, rules having low support values [27] are not appealing, so a value of zero is assigned to rules that satisfy a low set of instances. In many the proposals for mining frequent association rules, support values lower than 50% are not of interest [13][17][40], and the higher the value, the better it is. We have therefore considered a function (see Figure 5) that reaches the maximum function value with a support close to 50% and decreases the function value when the support is close to the maximum (remember that rules that satisfy most of the instances are not interesting).

\[ F_2(x) = \frac{x(13-10x) - 3}{x(13-10x) - 2.9} \] (8)

Finally, the third function included in the fitness function is related to the confidence measure, an important quality measure in determining the reliability of the rules. Therefore, the higher the confidence value of the rule, the more accurate the rule is. Generally speaking, rules with low confidence values are not of interest to the user. This issue is reinforced by the fact that ARM algorithms usually seek frequent rules, and the confidence value is always greater than the support value.

\[ F_3(x) = x^{10} \] (9)

In this sense, we have defined the \( F_3 \) function (see Eq. 9), which states that the higher the confidence of a specific rule, the higher the \( F_3 \) value (“x” representing confidence values). Low confidence values imply low function rates, and these values get higher and higher with the increment of confidence values. The power number (10 in this function) was selected after a number of analysis, obtaining that the optimal number was 10 since provide a low function value (close to zero) for confidence values less than 0.8.

As mentioned above, the goal is to maximise the resulting fitness function (Eq. 6), which determines values within the range [0, 2]. In situations where rules comprising only discrete features are discovered, this fitness function discards the \( F_1 \) function by using its unity value. Consequently, the evaluation process should be designed with this issue in mind, as no searching for gaps is required. Therefore, the real-coded genetic algorithm is simply carried out in such situations where at least one numerical feature is considered within the rule.

4. Experimental study

This section presents the data sets, the algorithms employed in the experimental study, and their parameter configuration. Finally, a number of experiments were carried out, demonstrating the proposed algorithm’s effectiveness in reducing gaps in quantitative association rules.
4.1. Data sets

To analyse the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, a varied set of data from the well-known UCI (University of California, Irvine) machine learning repository were considered. The main features of these data sets are depicted in Table 1, where data are arranged from the lowest to highest number of instances.

Table 1. Data sets characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA SET</th>
<th>INSTANCES</th>
<th>ATTRIBUTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zoo</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphography</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>3 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin Prognostic</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>33 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonar</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>60 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary-tumour</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>0 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin Diagnostic</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>30 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>0 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>6 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>10 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creditg</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izmir Weather</td>
<td>1461</td>
<td>10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraceptive</td>
<td>1473</td>
<td>2 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankara Weather</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td>8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>19 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splice</td>
<td>3190</td>
<td>0 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chess</td>
<td>3196</td>
<td>0 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursery</td>
<td>12960</td>
<td>0 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House 16H</td>
<td>22784</td>
<td>17 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect-4</td>
<td>67557</td>
<td>0 43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Algorithms and experimental set-up

For a fair comparison to be drawn, the experiments were split into two separate parts, depending on whether the algorithms work only on discrete features or any type of feature. The algorithms that worked on any type of feature were our model, G3PARM [17] and Quant-Miner [28]. As for nominal features, exhaustive search algorithms such as Apriori [2] and FP-Growth [9], together with the evolutionary algorithm GBAP-ARM [21] were considered in the experimental stage. The Apriori algorithm used in this experimental stage is the version available in the WEKA machine learning software. The FP-Growth algorithm is available for download from the webpage of the Department of Computer Science of the University of Liverpool1. The remaining algorithms are the original algorithms provided by the authors. Finally, it is worth noting that we have considered the optimal parameter given by the original articles where the algorithms are described.

For the G3PARM algorithm, the optimal values were used - a population of 50 individuals, a maximum number of 100 generations, probabilities of 70% and 14% for the crossover and mutation operators respectively, a maximum derivation number of 24, an external population size of 20, a 90% confidence threshold, and a 70% support threshold.

The optimal parameters of the Quant-Miner algorithm are a population size of 250 individuals, 100 generations, 40% mutation probability, and 50% crossover probability. The support and confidence thresholds considered in this algorithm are 90% and 70%, for confidence and support, respectively.

For the GBAP-ARM algorithm, the parameter configuration corresponds to a population size of 20 ants, 100 generations, a maximum number of 10 derivations, an initial and maximum amount of pheromone of 1.0, a minimum amount of pheromone equal to 0.1, an evaporation rate of 0.05, a value of 0.4 for the α exponent, a value of 1.0 for the β exponent, a 70% support threshold, and a maximum size for the set of rules returned by 20. It is worth noting that that this algorithm does not require a confidence threshold.

Apriori and FP-Growth used the same support and confidence thresholds as the other algorithms so that a fair comparison could be drawn. Moreover, since both algorithms are exhaustive search methods, they discover any rule that satisfies the aforementioned thresholds. We have therefore determined the maximum number of rules they can extract, limiting this number to 2,000,000, so it is large enough to analyse how these algorithms behave.

The proposed G3P algorithm reduces the number of parameters significantly, especially in relation to evolutionary algorithms in the ARM field. The algorithm here proposed only requires the number of rules to be mined. In order to make a fair comparison, this number of rules is set to 20 as the other algorithms. The remaining parameters self-adapt along the evolutionary process.

1http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/~frans/KDD/Software/FPgrowth.html.
4.3. Running example

In this section we provide two samples of running the proposed algorithm, which enables a better understanding about how the algorithm behaves. We have used the Automobile Performance dataset, which includes 8 attributes defined in a continuous domain. The algorithm is run by fixing the number of rules to be discovered to a value of 5 rules. Table 2 shows the resulting set of rules.

As it is depicted, the proposed algorithm is able to discover highly reliable quantitative association rules. All of the rules discovered have a confidence value above 98%, so the rules are highly probable to be satisfied if their antecedents are previously satisfied. Analysing the interestingness measures (lift, leverage and conviction), the results reveal that the rules discovered are of high interest to the user. All of the rules provide a lift value greater than the unity, and a high conviction value. As for the leverage quality measure, no rule provides a negative value, indicating that the rules are interesting. Finally, if we analyse the results obtained for the support measure, it is stated that the rules discovered are very frequent. They satisfy around 60% and 70% of the instances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Description</th>
<th>Lift</th>
<th>Leverage</th>
<th>Conviction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF mpg IN [18.55, 40.88] THEN acceleration IN [10.76, 24.75]</td>
<td>1.531</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>89.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF displacement IN [168.79, 177.31] THEN acceleration IN [10.76, 24.75]</td>
<td>1.782</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>97.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF cylinders IN [3.03, 6.35] THEN acceleration IN [10.76, 24.75]</td>
<td>1.371</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>78.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF horsepower IN [76.42, 168.13] THEN mpg IN [12.61, 40.76]</td>
<td>1.525</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>30.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF horsepower IN [74.08, 155.70] THEN acceleration IN [10.76, 24.75]</td>
<td>1.468</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>43.251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. Analysis of the behaviour of the updating process

The aim of this section is to demonstrate how the algorithm behaves when the process is applied to real data, paying special attention to the probability updating process. In this sense, a number of experiments are carried out with different probability values and different numbers of rules to be discovered. The goal of this section is not to compare whether the updating process performs better than a fixed probability value, since it is a well-studied area. On the contrary, we want to demonstrate that the starting probability value does not change the fitness function value obtained but the time required to reach the value.

The aforementioned probability value denotes the starting value for the genetic operator, which self-adapts this value based on the algorithm's behaviour. Figure 6 relates the average fitness value (solid line) and the probability value of the genetic operator (dashed line). The increment in the number of rules to be discovered softens the trend of the fitness value along the generations, meaning that a lower number of rules give rise to a sharp increase regardless of the starting probability value.

This behaviour makes sense, as improvements in the fitness value of one rule in a set of 5 gives rise to a higher average fitness value than that obtained in a set of 20 rules. Also, an increment in the number of rules to be discovered requires a higher number of generations to reach the optimum value. This explains why the ranges of the horizontal axes differ. It should be noted that there is not a fixed number of generations but a stopping criterion that is based on the improvement of the average fitness value of the elitist population.
The most interesting part of this study is the analysis of the algorithm’s behaviour for different starting probability values. As shown in Figure 6, there is no particular improvement. The algorithm automatically adapts its probability value along the generations, obtaining similar fitness values regardless of the starting probability value. However, it is worth noting that despite the resulting average fitness value remaining the same, the number of generations required to achieve this value increases while the starting probability decreases.

This study explains how the algorithm behaves similarly, regardless of the used parameter value, meaning that its self-adaptation is excellent, providing the same results for different starting probability values. This analysis could therefore state that any starting probability value could be suitable for obtaining the optimal solutions, but a probability of 0.5 enables the number of generations and, consequently, the execution time required by the algorithm to be reduced. However, this value is not mandatory, as the algorithm behaves similarly when other values are used.
4.5. Analysis of the size of the gaps

This proposed algorithm, together with Quant-Miner and G3PARM, is executed on real data and the resulting association rules are analysed. The aim is to demonstrate its ability to mine quantitative association rules having small gaps. In order to draw a fair comparison between the three algorithms, only those association rules that comprise the same two features (horsepower and mpg) from the Automobile Performance data set are considered.

The G3PARM algorithm discovers the rule IF (horsepower <= 190) THEN (mpg < 39.08). The distribution of the instances satisfied by this rule is properly depicted in Figure 7. As shown, G3PARM mines rules having huge gaps, and the covered instances are not well-grouped. Quantitative association rules discovered with this algorithm comprise four logic operators: <, <=, > and >=. It aims to maximise the support quality measure, obtaining high support and confidence values (0.939 and 0.973). Nevertheless, an analysis of the distribution of the instances is not carried out in the mining process, so the rules discovered by G3PARM are not of interest as stated by the quality measures (a lift value of 0.999, and conviction and leverage values of 0). Hence, it is possible to state that G3PARM does not consider the distribution in its mining process, so its rules are not interesting since they do not describe well the data information.

As for the Quant-Miner algorithm, two quantitative rules that comprise the aforementioned attributes are considered: (1) IF horsepower IN [49.0; 125.0] THEN mpg IN [16.0; 41.5]; and (2) IF horsepower IN [65.0; 145.0] THEN mpg IN [15.0; 37.3]. As shown in Figure 8, the distribution of the instances is better grouped than in G3PARM. Thus, the size of the gaps is smaller and the description of the instances is much more informative than in G3PARM. This issue is transferred to the quality measure values. Analysing the first rule, it obtains a support value of 0.717, a confidence value of 0.972, a lift value of 1.221, a leverage value of 0.130, and a value of 10.216 for the conviction measure. As for the second rule, it obtains a support value of 0.714, a confidence value of 0.948, a lift value of 1.155, and the values of 0.095 and 5.586 for leverage and conviction, respectively. Thus, the rules obtained by Quant-Miner are less representative, but of higher interest, and this is the result of a better searching process of the instance distribution.

Finally, our model discovers two association rules whose instances are quite well-grouped (see Figure 9): (1) IF horsepower IN [71.8; 136.5] THEN mpg IN [12.6; 40.8]; and (2) as IF mpg IN [18.5; 40.9].

Figure 7. Representation of the instances covered by the rule IF (horsepower <= 190) THEN (mpg < 39.08)

Figure 8. Representation of the instances covered by the rules IF (horsepower IN [49, 125]) THEN (mpg IN [16.0, 41.5]) and IF (horsepower IN [65.0, 145.0]) THEN (mpg IN [15.0, 37.3])

Figure 9. Representation of the instances covered by the rules IF (horsepower IN [71.8, 136.5]) THEN (mpg IN [12.6, 40.8]) and IF (mpg IN [18.5, 40.9]) THEN (horsepower IN [46.2, 150.9])
THEN horsepower IN [46.2, 150.9]. As depicted in Figure 13, no huge gaps could be found within the instances covered by these rules. This makes the rules highly interesting, and the confidence, lift, leverage and conviction values confirm this statement. These values, for the first rule are 0.996, 1.719, 0.242 and 105.25, respectively; whereas for the second rule are 0.992, 1.531, 0.224 and 44.38.

In comparing the distribution for the instances, both Quant-Miner and the proposed model are the algorithms that best group these spaces. These two algorithms obtain numerical intervals that properly represent the set of instances and their rules are of higher interest, as illustrated by analysing the quality measures. On the contrary, G3PARM provides intervals with no descriptive values, since the instances covered are not well-grouped. Regarding the proposed algorithm, the mined rules have better values for the confidence, lift, leverage and conviction measures, obtaining values close to the maximum for these quality measures.

Table 3. Results obtained (presented in a per unit basis). Bold type values indicate the algorithm that attains the best result.
Finally, it should be noted that none of the ARM algorithms analysed in this study describe the correlation of the instances distribution. The goal of the analysed ARM algorithms is to provide a highly representative set of instances that provide useful knowledge to the users.

4.6. Analysis of the quality measures

A larger study was carried out, considering 20 data sets and comparing the resulting average values (see Tables 3 and 4) for the five aforementioned quality measures and two additional measures (number of attributes per rule and interval width) using 10 different executions. Note that, first, the average results per data set are computed, and the last row of each table is the ranking obtained by each algorithm. Bold type values indicate the algorithm that attains the best result for a specific data set. Results marked with ‘‘---’’ point out that no rules were obtained. For instance, Quant-Miner is not able to discover any rule in situations where no numerical attribute is considered. However, this algorithm does enable nominal features to be discovered in situations where at least one numerical attribute is considered.

In order to analyse these results statistically [7], the Iman-Davenport test was performed. The computed value for the Iman-Davenport statistic for the average support distributed according to a F distribution is equal to 11.039, for the confidence measure, its value is equal to 42.788, 13.067 for the lift measure, 5.536 for leverage, 4.188 for the conviction measure, 9.464 for the number of rules, and 5.755 for the interval width. None of the values fall within the critical interval at the $\alpha = 0.05$ significance level, which is 3.245. Therefore, the null hypothesis that all algorithms perform equally well is rejected for all of the measures considered. Following this, a post-hoc test is used in order to find out whether the proposed algorithm presents statistical differences with regard to the remaining algorithms (see Table 5). In this study, we therefore proceed with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test which assumes that the performance of the proposed algorithm considering the level of significance $\alpha = 0.05$.

The Wilcoxon test reveals that the proposed model performs statistically better than G3PARM when the interest measures are considered (lift, leverage and conviction). This behaviour was expected since G3PARM does not consider any quality measure but the mining of high frequent and reliable rules. Besides, it does not carry out any consideration about the distribution of the instances satisfied by the rules. Additionally, the proposed algorithm obtains a lower number of rules and a smaller interval width.

Table 4. Average number of attributes and interval width (percentage with regard to the whole range of values). Bold type values indicate the algorithm that attains the best result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Number of attributes</th>
<th>Interval width (percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G3PARM</td>
<td>Quant-Miner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphography</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin Prg.</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonar</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prim. tumour</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin Dig.</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit-g</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizard Weather</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contraceptive</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankara</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splice</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chess</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursery</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House 16H</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect-4</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking</td>
<td>2.450</td>
<td>2.200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Statistical analysis of the results when comparing the proposed model to Quant-Miner and G3PARM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Quant-Miner</th>
<th>G3PARM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Accept</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>Accept</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift</td>
<td>Reject</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leverage</td>
<td>Reject</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conviction</td>
<td>Reject</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number rules</td>
<td>Accept</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval width</td>
<td>Reject</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wilcoxon signed-rank test $\alpha = 0.05$

As for the Quant-Miner algorithm, just the support and confidence measures are statistically better for the proposed algorithm. However, despite the fact that it is not possible to statistically state that the proposed model performs better than Quant-Miner for the remain quality measures (lift, leverage and conviction), the ranking values depicted in Table 3 show that our algorithm is better than Quant-Miner in all of the five measures. Besides, Quant-Miner is not able to discover association rules in all the datasets, just in those having at least one numerical attribute. Finally, considering the number of rules and the interval width, our proposal behaves statistically better than Quant-Miner for the number of rules, as revealed by the Wilcoxon test.

4.7. Analysis of the nominal datasets

In order to compare the behaviour of the proposed algorithm with respect to algorithms that only discover rules in discrete domains, a study over the four nominal data sets is carried out (see Tables 6 and 7). Since FP-Growth and Apriori are exhaustive search approaches, a statistical test here is meaningless (the number of rules are very dissimilar), and only the average results have sufficient levels of significance.

Table 6. Average values obtained for the support quality measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>FP-Growth</th>
<th>Apriori</th>
<th>GBAP-ARM</th>
<th>Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary-tumour</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chess</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect-4</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Average values obtained for the confidence measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>FP-Growth</th>
<th>Apriori</th>
<th>GBAP-ARM</th>
<th>Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary-tumour</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chess</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect-4</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of FP-Growth are the average values from 209, 112,650, 2,000,000 and 2,000,000 rules that correspond to the datasets Primary-tumour, Soybean, Chess and Connect-4 respectively. As for the Apriori algorithm, the results are the average values from 209, 47,304, 2,000,000 and 2,000,000 rules for the same data sets. It is also worth noting that only the support and confidence measures are considered in this study. These algorithms do not take additional quality measures into account.

4.8. Computational cost and complexity of our proposal

In this experimental stage, a computational complexity analysis has been carried out to determine the efficiency of the proposed model. In this sense, each of the main procedures are analysed separately: evaluator and genetic operator. Then, the computational complexity of the whole algorithm is determined. Finally, we provide some execution tie

Firstly, the evaluator procedure depends on the number of individuals ($N_{ind}$), instances ($N_{ins}$) and attributes ($N_{att}$). Mathematically, this complexity order is defined as $O(N_{ind} \times N_{ins} \times N_{att})$. Additionally, if at least one attribute is numerical, then an additional evolutionary process is carried out to obtain the biggest gap within each solution. This second evolutionary process acts as a sub-process that depends on the number of individuals ($N_{ind\_subprocess}$), instances ($N_{ins\_subprocess}$) and attributes ($N_{att\_subprocess}$). Thus, when numerical attributes are considered, the complexity order is defined as $O(N_{ind\_subprocess} \times N_{ins\_subprocess} \times N_{att\_subprocess})$.

Analysing the computing requirements for each procedure, it is stated that both $N_{ind}$ and $N_{ind\_subprocess}$ are previously fixed, so they are considered as constant and its complexity order is $O(1)$. Additionally, all the procedures are repeated as times as the pre-defined number of generations, which is also a constant value. Therefore, bearing in mind all these issues, the resultant computational complexity of the proposed model is stated as $O(N_{ins} \times N_{att})$ in case
that no numerical attribute is considered, and as $O(N_{ins} \times N_{att} \times N_{ins\_subprocess} \times N_{att\_subprocess})$ in such a situation where at least one numerical attribute is considered. Thus, the complexity of the proposed approach is linear with regard to the number of instances and attributes.

To determine the computational cost of the proposed model, we run the algorithms by using the most complex dataset, i.e. House 16H, the one with the highest number of instances and comprising continuous attributes. Using the dataset as it is, i.e. without a discretization of the attributes, the proposed model requires 1,260 seconds, whereas G3P ARM and Quant-Miner require 147 and 128 seconds, respectively. If we discretize each continuous attribute into 4 equal-width intervals, then exhaustive search algorithms (FP-Growth and Apriori) could be applied, requiring 900 and 3,268 seconds, respectively. On the contrary, Quant-Miner, G3P ARM and our proposal require, for the same discretized dataset, 111, 57 and 746 seconds, respectively. As it was expected, the new proposal requires a higher computation time than existing evolutionary algorithm, since it includes a second evolutionary computation system as part of the evaluation function. Nevertheless, the results obtained are so promising that it is meaningless to require a higher time in running it.

5. Concluding remarks

In this article we have presented an interesting algorithm for reducing gaps in quantitative association rules. The main feature of this algorithm is the employment of an interesting fitness function to group the patterns and avoid misleading intervals in the mined rules. Additionally, we have made use of previous research studies to reduce the number of parameter to be tuned in the evolutionary algorithm, being a great advantage for non-expert users.

We have paid special attention to the fitness function, which has been defined to reduce gaps in numerical intervals. Therefore, it is not only the discovery of frequent and reliable association rules that is of interest, but also the extraction of rules that properly describe the behaviour of instance distribution. Further, the reduction of the number of parameters required by the proposed algorithm is a really good advantage. Many evolutionary algorithms in the ARM field have a number of parameters that should be established beforehand, which may require previous knowledge. This makes the process quite difficult for non-expert users. The algorithm proposed in this paper is a self-adaptive proposal, which does not require as many configuration parameters as other proposals.

Finally, experimental results demonstrate that this algorithm not only extracts rules of high interest, according to five quality measures, but it also discovers frequent and reliable association rules, having smaller gaps in the space of instances covered. In future, we would like to deal with ordinal attributes that include more information than the nominal. The proposed algorithm behaves better than exhaustive search proposals like Apriori and FP-Growth, especially for support and confidence quality measures. As for evolutionary algorithms for mining quantitative association rules, the proposed model obtain significant statistical differences with regard to G3P ARM and Quant-Miner for most of the seven metrics used in the experimental study. Finally, it should be noted that the new model requires a higher computational time since it includes a second evolutionary process in the evaluation stage. Nevertheless, the computational cost spent is not very high in comparison to the promising results obtained for the quality measures.
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